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We study the regularity of noise-induced excitations in the FitzHugh–Nagumo (FHN) neuronal model subject to excitatory and
inhibitory high-frequency input with and without correlations. For each value of the correlation a relative maximum of spike coherence
can be observed for intermediate noise strengths (coherence resonance). Moreover, the FHN system exhibits an absolute maximum of
coherent spiking for intermediate values of both the noise amplitude and the strength of correlation (double coherence resonance). The
underlying mechanisms can be explained by means of the discrete input statistics.
r 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Neuronal models are among the most widely used
dynamics to study the phenomenology of excitable systems
under the inﬂuence of noise. Apart from the much simpler
integrate-and-ﬁre (IF) model the four-dimensional Hodgkin–Huxley (HH) [6] and its reduction to two dimensions,
the FitzHugh–Nagumo (FHN) model [4], constitutes the
most common models in theoretical neuroscience. Both
models consist of differential equations that are able to
reproduce observed neuronal behavior such as excitability
and refractoriness. When these models are driven by noise,
a variety of excitation phenomena including stochastic
resonance and coherence resonance has been observed (for
an overview please refer to [10]). Whereas stochastic
resonance [5] refers to an enhanced detectability of weak
(subthreshold) periodic signals for an intermediate amount
of noise, coherence resonance [12] describes the occurrence
of an increased regularity of the response driven by an
appropriately chosen amount of noise, in this case no
external signal is needed. This effect has been observed for
a great variety of neuronal models such as HH [9,11] and
FHN [12].
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In excitable systems the classical coherence resonance
with respect to the noise strength can be explained by the
different dependencies of slow activation and fast excitation
on the noise strength [12,13]. The occurrence of a minimum
in the coefﬁcient of variation (the standard deviation of the
distribution of interspike intervals (ISI) normalized by its
mean) for noise levels in between these extremes is
considered as a key indication for coherence resonance. By
using colored noise instead of white-noise coherence
resonance with respect to the correlation length has also
been observed [1]. In the context of neuronal dynamics
continuous noise is often replaced by discrete noise kicks
reﬂecting the synaptic input received from excitatory and
inhibitory presynaptic neurons. Theoretical studies using
such correlated input comprise [3,14,15,17]. A comprehensive analysis giving an explanation for coherence resonance
with respect to the correlation in such an environment is still
missing and thus declared the aim of the present study.
2. Model and methods
The FHN model [4] is a two-dimensional reduction of
the HH model with a voltage-like variable V and a
recovery-like variable W:


dV
V3
¼f V
W ,
dt
3
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dW
¼ V þ a þ I 0  IðtÞ.
dt

(1)
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where tlk and tnm are the respective arrival times of the
instantaneous voltage kicks of strength DW . Since the
single-neuron model does not distinguish the origin of its
input, it is sufﬁcient to generate only two over-all kick
trains (one excitatory and one inhibitory) with the given
dependencies and given over-all rates Re and Ri . Each of
the two kick trains is considered to be the overlap of N e
excitatory and N i inhibitory kick trains following a
Poissonian distribution with individual rates re ¼ Re =N e
and ri ¼ Ri =N i . Correlated kick trains are generated
by using a reﬁned method based on the idea of shared
input (cf. [14,15,17]). The average fraction of shared
kicks between any two individual trains is given by
the three pair-wise correlation coefﬁcients: excitatory–
excitatory C ee , inhibitory–inhibitory C ii and excitatory–
inhibitory C ei .
In this study, we restrict ourselves to cases with one type
of correlations only (i.e., C ei and either C ee or C ii are set to
zero). Thus, the two kick trains can be created separately:
the uncorrelated kick train is generated from a Poissonian
distribution with the desired rate Rx (where x can stand for
excitatory or inhibitory). The kick train with correlations
C xx 40Þ is obtained from a Poissonian distribution with the
desired rate Rx , and the amplitudes w of the single kicks are
successively drawn from the binomial distribution with the
probability p ¼ C xx and the total number of neurons
n ¼ N x:

on

k¼1

coefﬁcients obtained for the average net spike counts of
pairs of neurons (cf. [15]).
The mean current Ī ¼ CDWrðN e  N i Þ is proportional
to the average net count m ¼ ðN e  N i ÞDTr within a
temporal window. Since in our simulations we always set
re ¼ ri  r and N e ¼ N i  N we have a balanced synaptic
input. Thus, the neuron is driven by ﬂuctuations and not
by a drift towards threshold, a condition that renders the
neuron more sensitive to input correlations [15]. By varying
the number of presynaptic neurons N, we can control both
the variance of the net count Q2 ¼ DTrðN e þ N i Þ and the
variance of the current. In agreement with [3,15] the latter
is proportional to s ¼ rðDW Þ2 ðC ee N 2e þ ð1  C ee ÞN e þ
C ii N 2i þ ð1  C ii ÞN i Þ. Thus the properties of the input are
completely determined by the variance and the correlation.
An increase of the variance is equivalent to an increase of
the number of neurons. For uncorrelated noise this leads to
an increase of the kick frequency while for ﬁxed positive
correlation it causes an increase of the kick amplitude
(whereas the frequency of the correlated kicks remains
constant). For constant variance the kick amplitude
increases and the kick frequency decreases with the
correlation. Due to the inﬂuence of the number of neurons,
the frequency of the uncorrelated kicks also decreases with
increasing correlation.
In the following, we characterize the coherence in the
neuronal response in dependence on both of these
parameters. The variance is increased equidistantly on a
logarithmic scale, while the correlation is changed in steps
of 0.1 from full-excitatory correlation to full-inhibitory
correlation (including the intermediate case of no correlation at all). As an indicator of coherence
resonance
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ we
employ the coefﬁcient of variation C V ¼ varðtISI Þ=htISI i
from the distribution of ISIs tISI . This quantity attains the
value 0 for a perfectly periodic response and the value 1 for
Poissonian output. Similar results have been obtained with
the correlation time tc of the ISI time series and with
conditional entropies.
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The time-scale separation is set to f ¼ 100 and the
bifurcation parameter is chosen to be a ¼ 1:05. For this
parameter, the dynamics is in the vicinity of a supercritical
Hopf bifurcation (cf. [12]) with only one attractor, a stable
focus ﬁxed point at V ¼ 1:05 and W ¼ 0:664. If a silent
FHN neuron is forced by just one kick of sufﬁcient
strength it emits a spike and relaxes to its ﬁxed point via a
damped oscillation. Here, we use a much smaller kick
amplitude of DW ¼ 0:0014 and kick rates of r ¼ 0:3. The
dynamics is integrated by employing a fourth-order
Runge–Kutta scheme with a step size of dt ¼ 104 .
A spike is identiﬁed whenever V ðtÞ overcomes a ﬁxed
detection threshold Y ¼ 0:4.
The presynaptic input is modeled as the superposition of
N e excitatory and N i inhibitory trains of post-synaptic
potentials (PSPs)
"
#
Ne X
Ni X
X
X
IðtÞ ¼ DW
dðt  tlk Þ 
dðt  tnm Þ ,
(2)

1971

xÞ
pðN
¼
w

N x!
C w ð1  C xx ÞN x w .
w!ðN x  wÞ! xx

(3)

The average strength of excitatory and inhibitory kicks (in
units of DW ) is thus given by the expectation value of the
binomial distribution W e ¼ C ee  N e and W i ¼ C ii  N i .
Note that by using this procedure the C xx are, apart from
statistical ﬂuctuations, identical to the Pearson correlation

3. Results
The C V of the neuronal response exhibits a minimum for
intermediate values of the variance for the whole range of
correlations (cf. Fig. 1). But not only the value and the
position of this minimum are shifted for different correlations, also the underlying mechanisms are completely
different, as we will show in the following starting with
the extreme case of full correlation. For this case we can
assume that the uncorrelated input constitutes a quasicontinuous background since the correlated kicks are
emitted with a lower rate (which for ﬁxed correlation is
independent of the variance) but higher amplitude (which
increases with the variance).
For the case of full correlation in the excitatory input the
ISI-distribution remains Poissonian for all variances
(cf. Fig. 2), although the course of the C V has a z-like
shape. For low variance we have an activation process
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resonance with respect to the correlation length. During
this shift of the transition point to higher variances
(cf. inset of Fig. 3) the frequency of the uncorrelated
inhibitory kicks increases more and more (the quasicontinuous inhibitory background current gets stronger
effectively shifting the bifurcation parameter a to higher
values) so that for a certain excitatory correlation even at
high variances one kick is rarely enough to trigger a spike.
Thus at this correlation we observe a dip in Fig. 3. This
point satisﬁes three conditions: the amplitudes of correlated excitatory kick are high enough to reach 1:1
synchronization, the frequency of the correlated excitatory
kicks is so low that the Poissonian tail almost disappears
and, ﬁnally, the variance of the minimum and thus the
frequency of inhibitory kicks are so low that they allow 1:1
synchronization.
A completely different mechanism is responsible for the
case of full correlation in the inhibitory input (cf. Fig. 4).
Spiking sets in at quite high variances only when the rate of
the uncorrelated excitatory kicks (which form the underlying current driving the neurons towards threshold) has
become high enough to recover from the last inhibitory
kick and to reach the spiking threshold before the next
inhibitory kick. Resembling an activation process the ISI
distribution is Poissonian with a C V close to 1 (Fig. 4a).
For higher variances the increasing excitatory background
renders the mean ISI shorter and shorter (and so the value
of the C V gets smaller) until a regime of almost repetitive
ﬁring is reached (Fig. 4b). Finally the increasing amplitude
of the inhibitory kicks leads to a quantization reﬂected by a
multi-modality in the ISI histogram and a corresponding
increase in the C V (Fig. 4c).
This quantization is due to the fact that each inhibitory
kick (except the ones in the refractory time) disturbs the
repetitive ﬁring, delays the next spike and thus prolongs the
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following Kramer’s law and since the mean ISI-interval
htISI i is much larger than the refractory time tref , the C V is
according to C Poisson
¼ 1  tref =htISI i close to 1 (Fig. 2a).
V
With increasing variance (i.e., increasing amplitude of the
kicks) we observe a sudden decrease of the C V at the
amplitude for which one kick can be enough to trigger a
spike (depending on the voltage at the time of the kick).
This decrease comes to an end and we have a minimum of
the C V (Fig. 2b) at the variance for which in principle each
kick is sufﬁcient to cross the seperatrix which acts as a
threshold in the state space of the FHN model (cf. [8]).
From then on, the Poissonian shape follows from an
almost 1:1 synchronization between excitatory kicks and
spikes. The increase of the C V with the variance is due to
the fact that the still increasing amplitudes lead to a
decrease of the refractory time (Fig. 2c).
The same mechanism is active in the case of lower
correlation in the excitation with the only difference that
the minimum of the C V is shifted to lower values and
higher variances (cf. right parts of Fig. 3 and its inset). The
shift to lower values occurs since for lower correlation the
frequency of the spike-provoking kicks is higher leading to
a lower tISI and thus also to a lower C V while the shift to
higher variances is due to the decrease of the average kick
amplitude with decreasing correlation. Still the minimum is
attained when the whole distribution of kick amplitudes
has crossed the threshold, however, now the transition to
1:1 synchronization is more smooth since the kick
amplitudes now follow a binomial distribution so that the
variance region for which only a part of the kicks sufﬁces
to trigger a spike gets broader. In this manner for
increasing variances the minimum is obtained for smaller
and smaller correlations (cf. Fig. 1) such that for a ﬁxed
variance we observe a minimum of the C V for an
intermediate value of the correlation. This is coherence
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Fig. 1. Coefﬁcient of variation C V versus variance for different values of the correlation coefﬁcients: only excitatory (eec#, solid lines), only inhibitory
(iic#, dotted lines) or no correlation at all (eic0:0, thick line).
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Fig. 2. Full excitatory correlation: ISI-histogram for three different variances. (a) Low variance: activation process, (b) intermediate variance (minimum
of C V ): 1:1 synchronization with high refractory time, (c) high variance: 1:1 synchronization with reduced refractory time. Dashed lines mark the mean ISI.
Please note the different x-scale for the ﬁrst histogram.
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Fig. 3. Minimum value of the C V versus correlation. Inset: variance at which the minimum value of the C V is obtained versus correlation.

ISI (the quasi-continuous excitatory background ﬁrst has
to recover the last inhibitory kick before it can continue to
drive the neuron towards threshold). The ISI-histogram
can be regarded as a superposition of many peaks (each
peak corresponding to a ﬁxed number of kicks per spikes
K) which generally overlap substantially as can be seen
from the vertical projections of the point clouds in the inset
of Fig. 5. Only for high variances and correlations the
quantization is so high that the importance of the number
of kicks overshadows the importance of their position (i.e.,
the distance between the center of masses of different
clouds becomes higher than the horizontal spreading in

each cloud). This leads to the multi-peak ISI-histogram
observed in Fig. 4c.
From the proportionality between the ISI-length and
the number of inhibitory kicks, the average delay per
inhibitory kick hDi can be estimated (cf. Fig. 5, inset). This
quantity, together with the number of inhibitory kicks per
spike K, is sufﬁcient to yield a remarkably exact estimate of
the course of the C V (cf. Fig. 1):

CV ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hDiDK þ DDhKi
,
varðtISI Þ=htISI i 
trp þ hDihKi

(4)
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Fig. 4. Full inhibitory correlation: ISI-histogram for three different variances. (a) Low variance: activation process, (b) intermediate variance (minimum
of C V ): repetitive ﬁring with only small quantization, (c) high variance: repetitive ﬁring with multiple peaks due to quantization. Dashed lines mark the
mean ISI. Please note the different x-scale for the ﬁrst histogram.

Au

Fig. 5. Average delay per inhibitory kick hDi versus variance for different values of inhibitory correlation. Inset: exemplary scatter plot of the number of
kicks K in a given ISI versus the length of the respective ISI (inhibitory correlation C ii ¼ 0:6 and maximum noise strength s ¼ 0:06, data obtained from
6000 ISIs). Black crosses mark the center of mass for each number of kicks; thick black crosses highlight the ones with the highest statistics (i.e., those
inside the main peak of the ISI histogram) that are used to estimate the average delay per kick hDi as the inverse of the derivative of the linear ﬁt.

with trp being the ISI expected for repetitive ﬁring without
inhibitory disturbance (i.e., the point where the ﬁt in the
inset of Fig. 5 crosses the x-axis). Only for high variances
the estimate is too a little too low since there the standard
deviation within each of the multiple peaks should be taken
into account as well. In this estimate the coherence

resonance is reﬂected by the minima of the average delay
per inhibitory kick hDi for each correlation (cf. Fig. 5).
Comparing different correlations, for the highest variances the minimum of the C V is obtained for the full
inhibitory correlation (cf. Fig. 1). Although here the
quantization is by far more pronounced, the higher
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coherence resonances in the FitzHugh–Nagumo model.
Starting from the two extreme cases of full correlation in
excitation and inhibition we could disclose the different
mechanisms responsible for the minimum in the C V : for
ﬁxed excitatory correlation the occurrence of the minimum
is a pure kick amplitude effect whereas the decrease of
the minimum C V with decreasing correlation is due to the
change in the frequency of the correlated kicks. The
increase for very low correlations is an effect of the change
in the frequency of the uncorrelated kicks. Different
dependencies are observed for ﬁxed inhibitory correlation
where the occurrence of the minimum in the C V is a
combined effect of the uncorrelated excitatory frequency
and the correlated inhibitory kick amplitude. The decrease
of the minimum C V with decreasing correlation is due to
the change in the frequency of the correlated kicks whereas
the increase for very low correlations is an effect of the
change in the frequency of the uncorrelated kicks. The
uncorrelated case marks the smooth transition from one
kind of correlation to the other and can thus be understood
as the lower limit case for both kinds of correlated inputs.
We believe that the present results can be useful to gain
some deeper understanding on the role of correlations in
neuronal coding [7,16]. Future work will include the
application of this and more complicated correlation
schemes (e.g., schemes including cross-correlations between
excitation and inhibition) to more realistic neuronal models
in order to simulate the role of correlations in the highconductance state of neocortical neurons in vivo [2].
Another promising direction of research could be the
analysis of correlation effects on synchronization properties of neuronal networks.
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amplitude is less effective in disturbing than the high
frequency since for the latter there are more kicks in the
small time window between the end of the refractory time
and the next spike. For decreasing inhibitory correlation, the
repetitive ﬁring state is reached already for lower variances
since the rate of the uncorrelated excitatory kicks increases
with decreasing correlation. Also the minimum of the C V
decreases since for lower correlation (in particular at lower
variances) we have lower amplitudes of the correlated kicks
and thus less quantization. For the lowest correlation we do
not even reach the state of repetitive ﬁring (and thus the C V
does not reach very low values) since the frequency of the
correlated kicks is so high that it disturbs signiﬁcantly even
in the short interval between the end of the refractory time
and the beginning of the spike (for lowest correlation the
average frequency ratio between the uncorrelated excitatory
and the correlated inhibitory kicks is minimal).
Since for all correlations the minimum of the C V is
attained for intermediate values of the variance we have
coherence resonance with respect to the noise strength.
Except for some very low and for the highest variances the
minimum is also obtained for an intermediate value of the
correlation, thus we observe coherence resonance with
respect to the correlation length. Furthermore, since the
overall absolute minimum is obtained for intermediate
values of both the noise strength and the correlation, we
have a double coherence resonance (DCR). Also this
prominent point satisﬁes three conditions: the frequency
of the excitatory background is high enough to allow
repetitive ﬁring, whereas both the frequency and the
amplitude of the correlated inhibitory kicks are low enough
not to disturb (quantize) too much (the trade-off between
the frequency and the amplitude is optimal).
The results shown here have been obtained for an input
rate r ¼ 0:3. Results for different rates can be related to
these values by a parameter transformation. The important
parameter is not the correlation C xx but hTi ¼ C xx =r ¼
C xx hti, the average interval between the correlated kicks
(with t being the average interval between the uncorrelated
kicks). For cases with identical hTi also the average
amplitude m ¼ NC xx of correlated kicks is independent
of ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the rate, however,
the standard deviation s ¼
ﬃ
p
NC xx ð1  C xx Þ of the binomial amplitude distribution
is lower for the case in which both correlation and rate are
lower. For correlated inhibitory kicks this does not make a
difference but for correlations in the excitatory input the
crossing of the spike triggering threshold is affected. The
dip is most pronounced for the case of highest correlation
and highest rate since there the complete 1:1 synchronization is already reached at the lower variances where the
refractory time and also the mean are still rather large and
thus the C V is still quite low.

1975

4. Conclusion
By means of a new discrete method to generate
correlated pre-synaptic input we could explain the double
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